WHAT IS A MEDICAL

TELESCRIBE?

A medical telescribe is a revolutionary concept in modern
medicine. TeleScribes assist with a variety of critical tasks that
allow doctors to spend less time on the computer and more
time with their patients. You will see your telescribe on an iPad
with the doctor.
One of the key tasks a medical telescribe performs is
performing documentation in the Electronic Medical Record
(EMR). In short, the EMR is a digital version of patients’ chart.
The electronic chart improves accuracy and organisation
of patients’ medical history while providing instant access
to vital information, including medications, allergies, lab
results and more.
What does this mean for you? The medical telescribe
assisting your doctor is a professionally trained scribe. As your
visit is expertly recorded in the EMR, you can enjoy the
full, personal attention of your doctor. Additionally, the
efficiency of the medical scribe may help decrease your wait
time by eliminating the time your doctor spends on
the computer in between visits.
YOURPRIVACY ISIMPORTANTTO US
Every ScribeAustralia medical scribe is educated
and trained on the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPPA). Successful completion of the
HIPPA examination is a mandatory component of medical
scribe training. The medical scribe is held to the highest of
standards to ensure your rights as a patient are protected. The
visit is not recorded on the iPad, and no one else can visualise
or hear your encounter with your doctor outside of the
telescribe, the doctor, and you.

WHAT ELSE DOES AMEDICAL TELESCRIBE
DO?
While documenting patient information in the EMR is a key
role of the medical scribe, you will notice that the telescribe
assists the doctor with many other important tasks. The
telescribe will gather patient history and other related
information prior to a visit, coordinate with other
departments or facilities as appropriate and generally
assist doctors so that they may provide the highest level of
care.
WHO IS AMEDICAL SCRIBE?
Often, a medical scribe is an individual studying
medicine. A background in medical scribing is quickly
becoming the standard for pre-medical experience. These
telescribes are the next generation of doctors, getting a
head start on learning clinical medicine to provide superior
care in the future.
The competition to become a medical scribe is
intense and the training is rigorous. As the standard
in professional scribe training and management,
ScribeAustralia recruits the most qualified candidates.

